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The question:

Is intermittent, logarithmically slow, dynamics, 
driven by record events, typical of complex 
systems?
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Complex dynamics:

Transitions

Intermittent, non-stationary

Jumping through collective adaptation space: quake driven 

   

Log(t)

f(t)

Motion within one quasi-
stable epoch



The models:

Tangled Nature Model of co-evolving biological 
species

Restricted Occupancy Model of vortex dynamics in 
type II superconductors.

Edward-Anderson Spin Glass nearest neighbour 
Gaussian couplings



The relaxation

Tangled Nature model

     collective adaptation: configurations increasingly   

      coupled together.

ROM model

     magnetic pressure

Spin Glass
      thermal quench 



First Model:

     Tangled Nature

  



Definition:

 *  Individuals         , where   

     and   

                                                                                      L= 3     
      *  Dynamics – a time step:
       ☻   Annihilation:
             Choose indiv. at random, remove with
             probability  

Tangled Nature model of evolution



   ☻ Reproduction:

   ►  Choose indiv. at random
  ►  Determine
                                            
 

                                              

occupancy at the location    



The coupling matrix 

Either consider           to be uncorrelated 

or to vary smoothly through type space.

J(S, S!)

J(S, S!)



from           reproduction probability
                                            

                                 1
                                                                                                              



 ☻   Asexual  reproduction:
               

   by two copies 

                           with probability   

                                       

Replace



Mutations

☻  Mutations occur with probability

                    , i.e.

 



Phenomenology

Long time dynamics

The evolved networks 



    Segregation in genotype space

Initiation 

Total population 
   

                    Diversity

Only one genotype

      Jn term = 0      

 

N(t) adjusts

 
Matt Hall

Non Correlated



1 generation 
= 

Intermittency at systems level: 

 # generations

Matt Hall

Non Correlated

Type 
label



Intermittency at systems level:
Correlated 

Simon Laird

3. Results

3.1. Diversity

By initialising the systemwith u0 = 0 we can generate a neutral
evolution in which the population increases whilst diffusing
uniformly through the phenotype space. The intra-specific
competition term causes this diffusion by forcing the system
members to be as little correlated as possible. As a result, the
diversity grows to large values whilst localised phenotype
populations remain low. The incorporation of a non-zero u0
breaks this symmetry allowing phenotypes to counteract the
competitive constraint with positive interactions and so
accumulate localised populations. These phenotypes are
distributed as highly populated single sites surrounded by a

sparse cloud ofmutants that derive primarily from the central
‘wild type’.

Fig. 1 shows a section of the time evolution of the extant
species in a single run of one million generations. The visual
representation of this is as a projection of the populated points
of the 16 dimensional phenotype space onto a single trait. It is
clear to see that the evolutionary process creates a system that
is far fromdiffusewithasmall setofphenotypes interacting ina
manner that precludes easy invasion by mutants. Of course,
there are successful invasions that amount togradual evolution
of a species, or even speciations, but the relativepermananceof

species is seen as significant. This is because a new mutant
phenotype will have an advantage over the parent due to the
relative weakness of its intra-specific competition term, so a
continual invasion of species could easily be expected. The
phenotype distribution localises at points rather than following
a diffusive process and does so to quite an extreme. There is
nothing to prevent the diversity from expanding with species
achieving smaller populations but this state might struggle to
persist. It is likely that the stochasticity of the dynamics would
incur a greater extinction rate for species of such sparse
numbers thus reducing the diversity. This is one reason
proposed to explain why productivity–diversity relationships

have increasing functional forms at low productivity ranges
(Preston, 1962; Abrams, 1995).

The diversity varies considerably both in time and across
actualisations. This ismost apparent for higher resource levels
where the standard deviations of the diversity become
comparable to the means. Regardless of this spread, for the
range investigated here the mean species diversity increases
with respect to total resource availability in a monotonic

fashion (Fig. 2).
This relationship has been produced in a species level

trophic network model (McKane, 2004) and is empirically
found in large scale systems with heterogeneous environ-
ments (Currie, 1991; Waide et al., 1999; Bonn et al., 2004).
Although unimodal relationships are expected for localised
ecosystems where diversity is more dependent upon fewer
limiting factors this model is constructed to represent a
localised system with extensive heterogeneity. With this
feature a monotonically increasing diversity can be ascribed
to the effects of intra-specific density dependence (Abrams,
1983) (Vance, 1984; Abrams, 1995). Resource increases allow

species to grow in population but other factors more unique
to that species niche restrict this growth prior to the
resource depletion becoming a limiting factor. The conse-
quence is that resource is more freely available for species
holding dissimilar niches that would be excluded at low
resource due to their inferior ability to procure it. This model
represents such systems as the intra-specific competition is
the dominant restrictive term in Eq. (1), for a high species
population.

3.2. Lifetimes and extinction rates

Statistical analyses of fossil record data have often alluded to
power law forms, P(s) ! s"a, in the distributions of the various
quantities involved with species extinctions. When s repre-
sents species lifetimes or extinction event sizes an exponent
of a’2 has been suggested but the analyses have been
criticised and power law forms are not readily accepted
(Newman and Palmer, 1999; Drossel, 2001). The lifetime
distributions produced in this model are clearly not of this
form although they do loosely follow a power law with a
comparable exponent (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1 – An occupation plot of a single run for a system with
R = 10,000. For each timeslice a point appears where a
phenotype is in existence but as the full space is in 16
dimensions a projection onto a single trait is used.

Fig. 2 – Plot of mean species diversity in relation to resource
availability. Error bars represent the standard error.



Θ=0.005

Θ=0.25

Time evolution of
    Distribution of active coupling strengths

    Non correlated

Paul Anderson



Time evolution of
    Distribution of active coupling strengths

    Correlated

Simon Laird



Θ=0.25

Random Simulation

Increasing complexity ?

                                        x=1

  

Note: Effect is significant for correlated type 
space



Time evolution of
    Species abundance distribution  

    Non Correlated

              Low connectivity                High connectivityPaul Anderson



The evolved degree distribution  
 Correlated

Exponential becomes 1/k in limit of vanishing mutation rate

Simon Laird



Intermittent dynamics



                                                    
 # of transitions in window

1 generation 
= 

Intermittency: 
q-ESS = quasi-Evolutionary Stable Strategy 

 # generations

Matt Hall



Stability of the q-ESS:

   

              

Consider simple adiabatic approximation. 

       Stability of genotype S assuming:

Consider

Stationary solution

Fluctuation     

Fulfil 

                                                                                               i.e. stability



   

              

Transitions between q-ESS caused by co-evolutionary 
collective fluctuations

 



☻ Time dependence  (averaged) 

                    Total population N(t)
    
                                

                     Diversity 
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        Origin of drift?   Effect of mutation
 
   Let 
   

convex



t

N(t)

Not the whole explanation: evolution not 
smooth.



Record dynamics



Record dynamics:                                             
the record

              

stochastic signal 

       

   

              

Paolo Sibani and Peter Littlewood (1992):      

exponentially distributed



Record dynamics:              

       

   

              

exponentially distributed

► Poisson process in logarithmic time 

► Mean and variance

     

►Rate of records constant as function of ln(t)

► Rate decreases 



Tangled Nature model:
      Single realisation and record dynamics:

   

              

Time

   
   

   
  N

(t)
   

   
   

   
   

   
  

Extracting records from the population size

Paul Anderson



Record dynamics:

       

   

              

Ratio r remains 
non-zero Cumulative Distribution 

Paul Anderson



Second Model:

              ROM

  



ROM

  Monte Carlo Kawasaki dynamics on stack of coarse 

   grained superconducting planes  

x



ROM 
Hamiltonian

Here 



ROM: Temperature  independent creep



Realisations of record dynamics



Manifestation of the decelerating activity.



Further evidence 

The cumulative distribution of the log waiting times. 
Comparison with exponential distribution.



Number of vortices in the bulk as function of time



Quake statistics and the total number vortices 
entering.



The temperature in-dependence of the quake rate.



The magnetic creep rate: 

comparison with experiment



Third Model:

          Spin Glass

  



Spin glass
Microscopic magnetic moments – or spins – coupled 
together with random coupling constants. 

The Hamiltonian:

H = !1
2

!

ij

JijSi · Sj where Si,Sj = ±1



Spin glass
Quench from high temperature:

     time < 0:  T = high

     time > 0:  T = very low  

           t1                                   t2                                         t3                     time



Spin glass: heat transfer

      Protocol: Quench from high temp. at time t= 0.

                     Measure heat transfer, H,  between spin  

                     glass and reservoir during time interval

• If                  Gaussian p(H)

• If                   exponential tail

                       



Spin glass: heat transfer



Consequences of record dynamics.

  Statistics of quake times independent of

  underlying “noise mechanism”.

• Biology: same intermittent dynamics in micro  

                   as in macro evolution. 

                   Decreasing transition rate. 

• Magnetic relaxation: temperature independent  

                                          creep rate

• Spin glass: exponential tails



 Conclusion/Summary

  Considered spin-glasses, superconductors and

  biological evolution as typical complex systems.

 Generic dynamics of complex systems:

• Non-stationary

• Intermittent record dynamics  -  quakes

• Rate of activity ~ 1/t

• Stationary as function of  log(t)
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